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The FACADE module of Rawlplug’s EasyFix application is 
dedicated to calculations aimed at making the most appropriate 

i.e. lightweight and wet systems, for both masonry and concrete 
walls.  What seems particularly important is that the calculations 
performed in EasyFix always conform with the EN 1991-1-4 stand-

with regard to the ETAG 014 guidelines. However, the primary func-
tion of the FACADE module is to enable you to make a model-based 

-

optimisation of installation costs.

The FACADE module contains the following tabs:
Location, Building, Insulation, Fixings and Project details.
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Location tab

and height above sea level

3. possibility to take the impact of nearby 

characteristic dimensions

The Location tab features the following items:

Building parameters
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Building tab

The Building tab features the following options:

6. option to enter building height

5. option to enter 
data on the model 
by clicking dimension 
lines

attributed to holes in per cent

7. possibility to exclude individual walls from 

wall is disregarded in calculation of the total 

4. possibility to 
rotate the model 
display and return 
to original view

9. determination of exact 
percentage share of area 
attributed to holes by 

number of windows

2. choice of building shape

1. substrate choice, both in terms of type 
and material

Building
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Insulation tab

The Insulation tab allows the user to access the following features:

1. possibility to choose 
insulation layout

2.2 checkbox that enables pull-through force to 
be taken into consideration in calculations, if re-
quired (for the BSO systems implemented in the 
program, the relevant values are automatically 

2. where homogeneous 
layout has been selected:

2.3 option to enter insulation thickness

2.1 option to choose insulation type (either 

and old insulation material

2.4 checkbox option to select 
countersunk installation

Insulation
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Insulation tab

3.2 enter characteristic 
parameters for the 
given type

having chosen mixed insulation, 
you can additionally:

at which to change 
insulation material

insulation types 
independently

Insulation
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Insulation tab

having chosen mixed insulation, 
you can additionally:

Insulation
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Fixings tab

2. add retaining plate

heights as well as total quantity of 

building height

4. calculate forces acting in individual 

Fixings

In the Fixings tab, you can:
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Project Properties tab

to identify: design project, 

designer, reviewer

Project 
properties

The Project Details tab allows the user to enter detailed data of the pending design project  


